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Video and Eyewitness Evidence 

• Multiple Body worn cameras (sound)

• One dashboard camera video (no sound)

• Statements from four civilian eyewitnesses corroborating what can 
be observed on three video angles

• Statements from multiple Detroit Police Officers present at the 
scene

• Firearms evidence recovered at the scene
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Dashboard camera corroborates the statements of four civilian witnesses
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Civilian Witnesses #1 and #2 remain on the sidewalk. 
Civilian Witnesses #3 and #4 are seated in the front seat 
of a nearby vehicle. 

Screenshot from 
Officer C’s BWC
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Screenshot from 
Officer B’s BWC
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Body worn cameras show Mr. Littleton remove a handgun from his left pocket 
Mr. Littleton takes a step towards Officer B who is arresting Witness #1.

Screenshot from 
Officer B’s BWC

Mr. Littleton Witness #1
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Body worn cameras show Mr. Littleton remove a handgun from his left 
pocket. Mr. Littleton takes a step towards Officer B who is arresting 
Witness #1.

Screenshot from 
Officer C’s BWC

From the time Mr. 
Littleton reaches into 
his pocket until the 
last shot is fired is 
approximately 10 
seconds. 
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Mr. Littleton points his gun directly
at Officer A’s head and fires 2 shots
while Officer B is arresting Witness 
#1.

At this point, there are multiple 
officers and 4 civilians in the 
immediate vicinity of Mr. Littleton's 
shots. 

Officer A never draws his sidearm. 

Screenshot from 
Officer C’s BWC
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Screenshot from 
Officer C’s BWC

In this screenshot, 
smoke from Mr. 
Littleton’s gun is 
visible (circled). 
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Mr. Littleton’s left arm can be observed coming from underneath his body holding the handgun. Mr. Littleton 
fires 3 more shots at Officer A’s head with multiple officers and 4 civilians in the immediate vicinity. 

Mr. Littleton’s gun
remains in his hand 
even after the 
shooting has ended.

In the video that 
will be shown after 
the shooting has 
ended an officer 
approaches and 
kicks the firearm 
out of Mr. 
Littleton's hand 
where it is then 
secured by another 
officer. 
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Screenshots from 
Officer C’s BWC



Another view  of
Mr. Littleton’s gun in his hand. 
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Screenshots from 
Officer C ’s BWC



Mr. Littleton is still firing at Officer A 

View from Officer B’s BWC 
View from Officer C ‘s BWC

Officer D fires one time within 2 
seconds of Mr. Littleton’s last shot 
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AFTER all shooting, Mr. Littleton stops moving.  Officer E approaches and observes the 
gun is still in Mr. Littleton’s left hand. Officer E kicks the gun out of Mr. Littleton’s hand.

Gun still in 
Mr. Littleton’s 
hand.

Mr. Littleton’s gun 
after Officer E kicks it 
out of his hand.
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Screenshots from 
Officer B’s BWC
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•The Wayne County Medical Examiner determined 
Mr. Littleton was shot four times.

• The gunshot wounds are arbitrarily numbered for 
ease of description and do not reflect the sequence 
of firing:

1. Right occipital scalp near the midline 
2. Right lateral thigh 
3. Right posterior thigh 
4. Left posterior thigh
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The Beretta .25 caliber handgun that Mr. Littleton 
used was recovered at the scene. 

• Five .25 caliber shell casings were 
also recovered from the scene.

• One 9mm and two .40 caliber 
casings were recovered at the 
scene. 
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